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on the cover:
With an access fleet of more than 6,000 booms, scissors, 
truck- and trailer-mounted platforms, Nationwide Access
stands proud at the very top of C&A 2004 Top 20 access
hire company listing in spite of limited new investment.
Turn to page 27 for the complete 2004 survey, which also
includes the full Top 20 UK crane hire company league
table, the Top 5 UK tower crane rental company listing, 
and for the very first time, a Top 10 listing of the UK’s 
leading telehandler hire companies. 

news 7
Hewden pays for Canary Wharf crane 
collapse; AFI gets financial go-ahead; 

New national crane group for UK customers;
SkyJack sales up 84 percent; HSE to blitze

UK crane hirers.

face-to-face 17
In the latest C&A interview, Hans-Georg Frey,

talks about his first couple of years as
Liebherr-Werk Ehingen managing director and

shares his thoughts on the current state of
the mobile crane industry.
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The UK in recent years has very much been
the European playground for the rough terrain

scissor lift and, with several new producers
entering the scene, the choice of equipment

is now greater than ever before.
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– merlo 22

On the advent of Merlo’s 40th anniversary,
C&A was invited along to the world 

headquarters of the Italy-based telehandler
producer for an in-depth, behind the scenes

view of what has grown into a world 
class operation.

top 20 2004 25
The eagerly awaited C&A Top 20 extends its
reach to UK telehandler hire companies this

year, while a handful 
of acquisitions and 

take-overs since 
last year’s survey has 

made a significant mark 
on the 2004 listing. 

vertikal check 30
The annual Vertikal Check 
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20-metre truck mounted 

platforms on 3.5 tonne chassis. A total of
eight leading manufacturers presented their

entries to the judges at the usual Platformers’
Days venue at Hohenroda, Germany.

overload systems 34
The advent of EN280 on 30

June, 2002, led some experts 
to question the adequacy of

overload protection systems for
gaining new CE approval for

platforms. Here we take a look
at how some system producers have

answered the critics.

heavy-duty 
tower cranes 35

Despite relatively quiet times for the world’s
higher capacity tower crane producers, 

some of their top-end equipment is proving 
invaluable on some of the world’s most 

high-profile construction projects. C&A reports. 

SAIE review  39
With just a few weeks to go 

until this year’s SAIE exhibition 
in Bologna, Italy, C&A looks 

forward in a quick round-up of
some of the new equipment 

that will be on show.
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Platform operators who
aren’t carrying the bright yellow PAL
Card stand a strong chance of being unable to
work – they may be red-carded off the site.

IPAF’s PAL Card is the accepted proof of high quality training
throughout all industries that rely on powered access.

Pressure to improve safety when working at height comes from
industry’s recognition of the high cost of accidents, EU Directives and
national regulations as well as legislation. Today’s operators really do
have to be properly trained.

That more than 150,000 of them already rely on the PAL Card to
prove they have this training is its strongest endorsement.

Some 200 more request training through the IPAF Scheme every
working day.

The result is not just safer working. Well trained operators work
productively as well as safely.

Whether you are a training provider or your workers use platforms,
the yellow card standard is the one that will stop you seeing red through
losing business because someone won’t accept an operator’s card.

For details of your nearest IPAF Training

Centre, how to become an IPAF Training

Centre, how to join IPAF or simply to find 

out how IPAF can help your business, 

call +44 (0)15395 62444 
fax +44 (0)15395 64686 
or email info@ipaf.org 

IPAF, Bridge End Business Park, 
Milnthorpe, LA7 7RH, UK

Also in Basel, Switzerland and Rouzerville, PA, USA

If you don’t have our yellow card,
watch out for the red

The world authority
in powered access

www.ipaf.org

IPAF's platform operator training and its
distinctive PAL Card are recognised
internationally. 

The Card is awarded only to those who
successfully complete the course and
the final assessment.

Accepted on 
MCG sites



Big is not
always beautiful
Shall I compare thee to a Summer’s

day? Thee being the UK crane 

industry, then no, not really - the

Summer so far being on par with a

bleak day on Bodmin and the crane and access sector for the first

time in recent years seemingly brighter than the morning sun. 

So suggest a number of UK industry analysts.

The UK crane hire industry “is finally turning the corner” with 

16 leading companies reporting a sales increase of over 

15 percent in 2003, 19 reporting doubled profits, and 29 reporting

debt reductions of 50 percent according to the surveys.

But in spite of this positive trend, evidence suggests that big is

not always better, and that scrapping among the UK’s mid to large

crane hire companies is minimising the potential to cash in on the

current strong market conditions. “Leave them to it” say the 

smaller players.

“Size does not necessarily lead to success in the crane industry,”

says David Patterson, senior analyst at Plimsoll Publishing. 

“The larger companies are finding it hard to breathe, while the

smaller companies are at little risk of take-over as they don’t offer

any strategic opportunity. I predict we might see at least two of

the top companies having to merge or be taken over.” Shades of

the consolidation of the original Baldwins and GWS into

Ainscough in 2003 may be forming here.

If it all sounds too familiar, just consider the access industry and

Meek Groups’ failure at the end of last year and its subsequent 

take-over by The Platform Company. Then came Haulotte’s 

acquisition of UK Platforms a few months later, followed by

Elevation, one of Ireland’s largest access equipment rental 

companies, filing for liquidation. Just a month later, the 

administrators came knocking at the door of Independent - at the

time one of the UK’s largest access rental companies. 

But, despite the difficult rental conditions across the UK in recent

years, and indeed across Europe, utilisation is on the rise, 

non-private construction in the UK is strong and rates are showing

signs of improvement, albeit at a slower pace than when they

plummeted when business slowed a few years back. The sun is

shining and now is the time to make hay! 

Readers can assess for themselves how all these factors have

helped to shape our 2004 annual Top 20 survey starting on page

25, which, for the first time, includes a listing of the UK’s Top 

10 telehandler hirers.   
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